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For the past several years 1 have been in
volved with images that use mechanical drafting
techniques combined with those done in a hand drawn
and natural manner. The lithographs constituting
this thesis utilize this same basic structure of
architectural form versus natural element. I refer
to them collectively as urban landscapes, because
their primary source of image and pictorial energy
is the city environment. A city or any other
environment, presents certain visual situations whose
immediate physical nature is an indication of the
social attitudes and values of the people living
there. Natural elements that occur within it fall
into a tightly organized and restricted space. People,
air, rain, or weeds (i.e. any natural elements)
exist in conformity with the geometric man-made
structures. Rain is directed down certain mech
anical paths; air is blown or sucked into buildings;
weeds grow only through openings in a concrete skin;
and the human inhabitants, as well, proceed along
their established routes in a steel and cement maze*
My premise was to construct images that dealt with
this technological ordering of nature and people, to
make visual statements that would suggest the in
fluence that this environment has exerted on the way
we think and act.
Visual Situation Notes
The following written material is an exam
ination of some of the visual subject matter that
I feel my images relate to, either emotionally,
physically, or imaginatively. I have tried to
express them as directly, and shortly, as possible.
In doing so, 1 have utilized direct or slightly
altered versions of my initial fragmentary sketch
book notes, with a minimum of explanatory prose.
My purpose was not to remain obscure, but rather
to offer a convincing explanation of visual sources,
which are for me, open-ended and ambiguous situa
tions in themselves.
Windows: Apartment windows, store windows,
factory windows, suburbia windows, deserted windows,
trailer windows.
Streets: City streets, concrete streets,
asphalt streets, dirty streets, clean streets.
Roofs: Metal roofs, tar roofs, house roofs,
factory roofs.
Signs: Working neon signs, broken neon signs,
painted signs, billboard signs, faded signs, crossed-
out signs.
Edges: Street edges, dirty edges, painted
edges, grass edges, cement edges, natural edges,
constructed edges.
Space: Real space, drawn space, photographic
space, empty space, aerial space, country space,
architectural space, imaginary space, city space,
organic space.
Movement: Mechanical movement, free movement,
human movement, animal movement, particle movement.
Examine both the obvious and the insignificant
details of these situations and how they combine
to produce the environment we live in. Think of
the processes that formed each of them. Think
about what you look at hardest. These are clues to
yourself. Examine your role as an artist. Making
things. Whatever you see before you was made by
someone. Should they not be considered artists also?
Should you imitate what you .saw? What someone else
did? Or should you imitate the processes that made
what you saw. Feel free to do anything you wish?
Chewing gum patterns on a sidewalk. Garbage im
bedded in a sewer grating. How do you draw these?
Why do you think you should? Start by trying to
assume the different postures of everbody who has
created parts of that situation. Make a sidewalk
on paper. A mechanical gesture. Construct a
grating. Draw like a machine.
Mechanical things have always held a certain
fascination for me. They have fascinajzed a great
many people, evidently, from the number of tech
nical objects, attitudes and processes in the
world. Why have they? Is there anything wrong
with people fanatically mowing a lawn or polishing
a car to obtain an acceptable robot-like finish?
Don't try to draw a political position. Draw
as you feel that situation is. Draw what it feels
like to mow a lawn.
We dread the "sterilization" of art
through technique. We hear of the artist's
lack of freedom, calm, and the impos
sibility of meditation in the technolog
ical society... On the contrary, the best
artistic production of the present is a
result of a close connection between art
and Technique. Naturally, new artistic
form, expression, and ethic are implied,
but this fact does not make art less art
than what we traditionally called such.
What assuredly is not art is a fixation
in congealed forms, and a rejection of
technical evolution as exemplified, say,
in the neoclassicism of the nineteenth
century or in present-day "socialist realism",
The modern cinema furnishes an artistic
response comparable to the Greek theater
at its best; and modern music, painting,
and poetry express, not a canker,
but an authentic esthetic expression
of mankind plunged into a new technical
milieu. *
Look at areas of neglect. Places people
walk over and ignore. Draw these areas. No per
fection. Forced naturalism. Surface dirt. The
circumstances that i changes its mechanical nature.
A city abounds in dirt, aging, wear, corrosion.
It is this limited intrusion of a natural element
that fascinates me about the eity. The mechanisms
of it being forced out of their designed realm of
mechanical perfection.
Technology, in contrast to the
adaptation of the individual to his
environment, is the adaptation of that
environment to the individual. This
alone should be enough for us to
surmise that we might be dealing here
with a movement contrary to all bio
logical movements. 2
Black streets. Blacker patches. Imbedded
car parts that have fallen on the street and been
pushed into the tar. Dirt and oil produce a
multi-shaded black..' Diamond saws slice neat
Jacques Ellul, "The Technological Order" in
Philosophy and Technology, ed. Carl Mitcham and
Robert Mackey (New York: The Free Press, 1972), p. 87.
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Jose Ortega y Gasset, "Thoughts on Technology"
in Philosophy and Technology, ed. Carl Mitcham and
Robert Mackey (New York: The Free Press, 1972), p. 293
rectangles into this crust exposing older streets
and layers of tar. The mechanical intruding into
this pseudo natural area of tar that has been
allowed to wear into a somewhat natural form.
Notice the contrast between this older machine
made area and the immediate presence of machine
made straight lines.
It is easy to produce examples of
the many ways in which Americans attempt
to minimize, circumvent, or deny the
interdependence upon which all human
societies are based. We seek a private
house, a private means of transportation,
a private garden, a private laundry,
self-service stores, and do-it-yourself
skills of every kind. An enormous
technology seems to have set itself
the task of making it unnecessary for
one human being ever to -ask anything
of another in the course of going about
his daily business. Even within the
family Americans are unique in their
feeling that each member should have
a separate room, and even a separate
telephone, television, and car, when
economically possible. We seek more
and more privacy, and feel more and
more alienated and lonely when we get it.
What accidental contacts we do have,
furthermore, seem more intrusive,
not only because they are unsought but
because they are unconnected with any
familiar pattern of interdependence.-^
-'Philip Slater, The Pursuit of Loneliness,
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1970), p. 7.
Canvas tarpaulins. Hanging from steel I-beams
Lying on the ground. Look at the colors. Dif
ferent shades. Different dirt. Similar to streets.
Dirt collector. Naturalized canvas. Draped over
steel skeletons. The wind shapes them, changing
soft shapes in rigid steel frames. Paintings un
defined as paintings. Replaced by glass. Tem
porary visual relief to the sterility of the final
structure that replaces them.
Boundaries. Edges. Everything has an edge.
Edges are interesting because something happens
there. Change. Different materials meeting.
The start of decay. Rusted edges. More dirt
collecting. Look at edges found in trailers and
campers. Sheet metal straight edges joined with
beads of caulking squeezed flat. A time saving
edge. A social edge. Garbage filled street
gutters. Draw edges like those you see. Decayed
edges that reveal the structure. Edges of
buildings. Newer buildings have fewer edges.
Any border is expensive to make and to clean.
Edges necessitate a slow down of the mechanical
constructing or maintenance process. They become
a sign of a higher level of technology.
Science-fiction writers have long
been fascinated with the notion of
being able to create material objects
just by imagining them, and have built
novels, stories, and films around this
idea. Actually, it is merely an exag
geration of what normally takes place.
Technology is materialized fantasy. We
are ruled today by the material mani
festations of the fantasies of previous
generations ,
Space layering. Grills, Suggestions of
underlying mechanical mystery. Ventilating, gri lis
set into walls and sidewalks. Walk over them.
Sewer gratings. Boxes beneath you. They hold
you suspended in space on a steel screen. Outside
elements of more complex systems. Grills, screens
create a finite but inviting interior space. It
draws you in visually, but holds you out physically;
contains a layer of air space inside the grill,
trapping it. Industrial ventilators inhaling candy
wrappers, bits of street trash. Draw the compo
sition that this mechanism produces on the grill-
work. Any grillwork contains implications of
other systems. Systems that feed buildings and
people. Underground pipes and tubes carrying natural
elements. Hints of complexity and fascinating
underground spaces. Utilize these situations. Draw
ventilating systems. Imitation plans. Include
drawing the air, water, gr garbage. Stand in front
^"Ibid., p. 46.
of them. Produce something visual from the hypno
tic noise of the fans whirring inside.
In contemporary life the book
of experience is filled with blank
and mysterious pages. Occupational
specialization and plumbing have
exerted a kind of censorship over
our understanding of the world we
live in and how it operates.-'
Surface deterioration. Repaired surfaces.
Look at the difference between repaired areas
and the original. Two surfaces made at different
times. Notice the values that have changed be
tween the original and the repaired area. Cities
exist as impersonal structures built by a great
many people over a length of time. Their surfaces
stand as an indirect expression of the various
personalities involved, sometimes meticulous and
other times careless. Imitate these surfaces.
Be careful. Be Careless, Repair images. Fix
mistakes. Cover them with facades similar to those
used to modernize old architechture . Make them
phony. Look at the wall remnants of demolished
buildings left clinging to the sides of standing
structures. Twentieth-century frescos. Draw them
in contrast with modern structure.
5lbid., p. 16.
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Maps. Blueprints. Architectural plans.
Aerial views. Instead of drawing an observed
mechanical structure with subordinate organic
details, imagine viewing a natural situation
through a totally mechanized one from above the
ground. Consider the sameness between the two.
The closeness of the structure from which you are
viewing the ground, and the distance away of the
earth tend to equalize the two different situations,
aerial view and close-up. Natural elements dis
torted, through great distance. Sharp detail seen
only of the viewing device. Use this situation.
Imagine land through a mapping camera or other
technological system. View the device at the same
time you view the ground. Unique twentieth century
aerial distance. A technical system 20,000 feet away
that providesia filter for the reality you are
observing. Consider pushbutton warfare or any
type of mechanical destruction. Technology provides
distance where consequences become abstract reality.
A psychic safeguard. Apply this same filtering
idea to television, driving a car, or walking through
a supermarket. We are out of touch with reality.
Real food. Real movement. Real violence.
11
We know that by detaching ourselves
from the rest of the organic system of
which we are a part and retreating with
in our technologically insulated schizoid
security turret we have "beaten" nature,
much the way our teeth defeat us when
they bite our tongue. Whether a species
could ever evolve with a knowledge of
things (as opposed to an understanding
of relationships) equal to ours without
following the same course is uncertain.
In any case this line of "progress" has
reached a dead end- the most sophistica
ted thinkers in all fields are busy trying
to mimic the relational thought processes
of primitive peoples. We must simply
accept the proneness to schizoid ideation
that is part of the human condition and
try to isolate those patterns that en
gender the kind of full-blown pathological
eruption in which we now live."
Maps or blueprints bring an immense reality
into an immediate and overall focus. Man sized view,
Think of how just mechanical drawing instruments
influence an idea concerning form. Structures that
contain any type of form other than straight lines
or mechanically generated curves are not apt to
be built, because of the difficulty of planning
them completely on paper first. Make images using
this same philosophy. Construct artificial re
quirements first. Approach something organic from
Philip Slater, Earthwalk (New York: Anchor
Press-Doubleday, I97^)t p. 65.
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the viewpoint of planning it.
...abstract concepts facilitate self-
objectif ication, which in turn tends
to deprive our man-made environment
of the negative feedback necessary to
prevent it from behaving inhumanly. An
architect who treats his own bodily needs
and emotional responses as an annoying
impediment to rapid completion of his
task is unlikely to design a building
that is pleasureable to live in, and
the same may be said of planners, ex
ecutives, technologists, teachers,
parents, and so on. We cannot live
without conceptual systems, but we




In the preceding text, I have related my
work to a number of statements critieizing our
technologically based society. While 1 have ex
pressed certain symbolic overtones inherent in the
general organic and technical events contained in
my images, my main concern is in making things
that relate to myself and communicate what 1 see
in a visually interesting manner. I feel that any
determined attempt to adhere to verbal meaning
during the flow of thought and action that occur
in making an image, produce, not the profound
intellectual symbolism intended, but instead, a
visual monotone of meaning, capable of correct
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